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ABSTRACT
The larger amount of motor vehicles produces many prob-
lems to cities around the world as poor urban mobility, envi-
ronment concerns and people’s health. The encouragement
to use alternative means of transport, such as bicycles or
subways is one of the steps to solve the problem. Another
way is to encouraging the optimal usage of private auto-
mobiles. In Brazil, for instance, several studies show an
underused space in cars and great potential for the use of
carpooling and car sharing. Unfortunately, there is not such
a unified technological mean to properly support these alter-
natives. In this paper we extend a carpooling social network
with ridematching functionality in order to enable real-time
ridematching. Furthermore, we implemented a functional-
ity of group formation to encourage people to offer or get
regular rides. We show that there is a favorable context to
share rides between users. We describe the architecture of
the system and implementation details. We present results
about system’s profiling and present a comparison of results
related with acceptability of getting or offering ride between
the years 2013 and 2015.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4.0 [Information System]: Information System Appli-
cations - General
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Design System
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1. INTRODUCTION
Traffic congestion is a serious concern in metropolitan ar-

eas [18]; health issues, environmental damages and economic
losses are some of the known consequences [25], [8], [21],
[16]. In most cities, road network could not stand the fast
growth in the number of cars. According to the Brazilian
national department of traffic, DENATRAN, the number of
vehicles have increased more than 100% in the last 10 years
[9]. In Beijing, China, where traffic is considered to be some
of the world’s worst, government has adopted the policy of
restricting traffic for private cars. Even with this policy,
though, traffic condition in peak hours is critical [17]. The
city of São Paulo has adopted similar policy [5], but even
so, it had some of the worst episodic of vehicle congestion in
2013 [12]. Since the U.S.A. suffered a loss of almost 78 bil-
lion in 2007 due to congestion issues [10], a lot of measures
have been adopted to reduce the problem such as: build-
ing new roads/avenues, improve traffic light synchronization
[17], encouraging the use of bicycles as daily transportation,
improvements on public transportation and so on.

The congestion in large cities is a worrying reality [25].
The damage caused by traffic congestion reflects on various
aspects of society, for instance, there is a loss in economic
since there is no production during a congestion. Sectors
such as delivery of goods suffer with constant delays. The
cost of these problems are passed on to the population with
the frequent increase in the shipping costs [25].

A common practice which is closely related to cultural
habits in some nations and which can contribute to soften
the problem is carpooling or ridesharing. Carpooling con-
sists in sharing private vehicle space among people with sim-
ilar destinations or daily trajectories [15], [22]. Sharing cars’
empty seats is indeed such a kind of optimization procedure
if we consider, for instance, the low occupancy rate per vehi-
cles in traffic [17]. The mean occupancy of people per vehicle



in U.S.A. transit in 2001 was 1.6.
More recently, in 2011, a research conducted by Michigan

University has shown a occupancy rate of 1.5. Such occu-
pancy rate is easily decreased to 1.4 when the trajectory is
limited to “house-work” or “work-house”. According to [13],
the average of rate occupancy, in England, between car and
van is almost 1.5 between 2002 and 2014. In other words,
there are many vehicles with just the driver inside [14]. From
that, it is possible to conclude that the use of empty seats
in vehicles might be an effective way to increase occupancy
rate and as a result to soften traffic congestion.

There is a growing concern with the creation of new tools
that promote the efficient usage of transport in order to
avoid traffic jam and, as a consequence, provide a better
environmental quality. There exists some software initiatives
to facilitate the ridesharing’s practice such as UniCaronas
[26], Caronas Brasil [3], BlaBlaCar [23], GO! [19], Tripda
[27], RideWith [4], Carma [24], Carticipate [11], Uber [20],
Lyft [28] are some examples.

Some services provided by these software require that in-
terested users perform a search for people who offers a ride
with the same or similar trajectories. In addition to the in-
herent difficulty in finding a corresponding ride, the driver
and passengers are often unfamiliar. So, the so-called ride-
matching procedure has been proposed to deal with these
issues and suggest the carpooling formation instantaneously
[19]. It promises easing the matching process among candi-
dates by properly assigning users who wish to get a ride to
users that offer.

This paper proposes extending an on-line social network
GO![22] to support the use of ridematching proposed by
[7].This extension has been called GO!Caronas. The ride-
matching method used is a innovative approach to gener-
ate trajectory clusters based on POIs (Points of Interests)
around the trajectory. Furthermore, GO! is integrated with
a new functionality which permits that users can form groups
of users with similar trajectories.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The Section
2 reviews systems with similar features. Section 3 presents
the architecture and the main functionalities of the social
network GO!Caronas. In section 4, we describe the ride-
matching approach. The Section 5 shows the results of the
prospecting demand study and profile analysis of ridematch-
ing approach. Finally,in Section 6 we present some conclud-
ing remarks and future directions.

2. RELATED WORK
Carpooling is a specialization of ridesharing. Ridesharing

is defined as grouping of travellers into common trip by car
or van [6]. There exist some specialization of ridesharing,
for instance, casual carpooling, real-time ridesharing, social
networks and so on. Casual carpooling normally is formed
during morning commute hours at park-and-ride facilities
or public transit centers and takes advantage of existing
HOV(High-Occupancy Vehicle) lanes to get to a common
employment centre. Real-time ridesharing is more flexible
than casual carpooling, because it uses mobile applications
and automated ridematching software to organize ride in real
time. This enables participants to be organized either min-
utes before the trip takes place or while the trip is occurring.
The last kind of ridesharing uses social networks to find or
match potential riders among friends. Social network plat-
form are used with expectation that users can build trust

and safety estimation [6].
Applications like Uber [20], lyft[28], Carticipate[11], Tripda

[27], BlaBlacar[23] and Carma [24] are considered real-time
ridesharing, because they do not require that participants
know each other, in other words, require little relationship
between participants and have some kind of ridematching
method to find similar rides. Another characteristic is that
most of these applications work like taxi and the idea the
common trip is not so valid. Furthermore, some applications
work like a kind of sophisticate taxi what is very different of
ridesharing definitions.

The system CaronasBrasil [3] is one of the first systems
for carpooling in Brazil. This application distinguishes of
capooling definition gave by [6], because it is more flexible,
in other words, users can get or offer ride in any time of
the day. The Figure 1 shows a kind of classification among
applications cited.

Figure 1: The comparison among applications.

The Figure 1 shows that great part of applications are
classified as a real-time ridesharing and they have some of
characteristics of social network, since those applications
don’t build, but use social networks like Facebook1, Goolge+
2 etc. GO!Caronas application tries to keep three character-
istics that have been judged important according to [6].

Another characteristics such as long distance (LD), short
distance (SD), ridematching and profile matching can be
other alternative to classify ridesharing applications. Long
and short distance are related with length of trajectory that
users normally share in some applications. Since ridematch-
ing and profile matching are characteristics related to the
possibility that applications make matching automatically
considering user’s trajectory, user’s profile or both. The Ta-
ble 1 shows the classification of systems according to char-
acteristics described.

GO!Caronas proposes to add ridematching approach to
support real-time ridesharing, but the idea the common trip
is maintained. Another functionality is to permit that peo-
ple may create group with regular schedule in order to pre-
serve the characteristic of carpooling.

1www.facebook.com
2www.plus.google.com



Table 1: Ridesharing applications

Applications LD SD RMatching PMatching

Carma Yes Yes Yes No
Tripda Yes No Yes No
Uber Yes Yes Yes No
BlaBlaCar Yes No Yes No
Lyft Yes Yes No No
CaronasBrasil Yes No No No
Carticipate Yes Yes No No
GoCaronas! Yes Yes Yes No
RideWith Yes Yes Yes No

3. GO!CARONAS
The system GO!Caronas extends the system GO! [22] which

is a social network that allows the sharing of rides among
users. The GO!Caronas adds ridematching algorithm in or-
der to turn the social network in real-time ridesharing. Now,
it is possible organize ridesharing in real time, just minutes
before the trip takes place. Besides ridematching, the func-
tionality of group formation was added to permit users build
groups. Groups is a interesting functionality because permit
that users invite users that work or study in the same place
etc.

3.1 Architecture
The architectural pattern used in the project is the MVC

(Model-View-Controller). The MVC divide the project into
three layers: (1) model, (2) view and (3) controller [9].

The model layer is responsible for providing all communi-
cation with the database (logic and business rule). The view
layer presents information to the user. This layer is not con-
cerned with any kind of data treatment, but only to present
information and receive user input. The control layer per-
forms some treatments on the data received by the view
layer and specifies the sequence of views. It is also responsi-
ble for handling the communication between the model and
view layers.

The Figure 2 shows the main components of the architec-
ture. We can observe the three MVC components responsi-
ble for the requests related to the systems model, vision and
control.

The system implements two types of controllers: (1) Web
Controller, which is implemented with the angularjs 3, (2)
Mobile Controller, both controllers send or receive data in
JSON format. These formats allow for greater data secu-
rity. This controller uses the REST (Representational State
Transfer ) architecture [1].

3.2 System Description
Table 2 lists the old and new functionalities identified for

a ridesharing system. These features have been identified
through of analysis done in the major related systems. The
Table 2 shows those that are available in the Web client
and mobile client. An explanation of each functionality is
presented below.

3.2.1 Ridematching
The driver must registrate a ride or a passenger must reg-

istrate some information, for example, departure and desti-

3https://angularjs.org/

Table 2: GO!Caronas functionalities
Functionalities Old New

User Registration Yes Yes
Rides Registration Yes Yes
Rides from friends Yes Yes
Rides from user Yes Yes
Request of rides Yes Yes
Confirmation and request messages Yes Yes
Public Profile Yes Yes
Reputation Yes Yes
Ridematching No Yes
Groups No Yes

nation point, time and date. The ridematching algorithm
will be capable of finding user with common interests, in
other words, the system will find drivers and passengers with
similar trajectory and schedule.

3.2.2 Groups
The users can create groups of people through ridematch-

ing algorithm or they can create manually. To create group
through the algorithm, the users must registrate a ride and
choose that the system find similar users automatically, so,
the system will call the ridematching algorithm which will
generate cluster based on the history of request or through
the present requests. The ridematching algorithm may find
users and it will show a list of result with users who can
form groups. The another way to create a group is looking
by users through the search.

3.3 Functional requirements
We illustrate two of the functional requirements of the

system by means of activity diagrams [10]. The diagram
of Figure 3 shows how to get rides suggestions through the
ridematching, as explained below:

1. The user must register or ask rides.

2. The system will call ridematching algorithm that will
look for similar user’s trajectory.

3. After ridematching, a list of users with similar traje-
cotry will appear if algorithm found any results. On
other hand, an alert message will appear to inform
unsuccessful operation, in other words, ridematching
didn’t find users with similar trajectory and a list of
random rides will appear.

Figure 3: Activity diagram of ridematching opera-
tion.



Figure 2: Architecture details GO!Caronas.

Grouping of users may be created through ridemacthing
algorithm or manually. The diagram of Figure 4 shows how
create groups:

1. User must register a schedule with destination and de-
parture points.

2. User can choose how find others users, for example, au-
tomatically or not. First option enable the application
to search for users as we have already said above. The
another option, the user will search by friends that ask
or offer rides with similar trajectory.

3. After find similar users, the application will present a
list of them.

4. The user can invite similar users to form a group.

4. METHOD
Ridematching is a method to match similar rides. Similar

rides, normally, is considered when users have similar tra-
jectories and users have similar departure time. The ride-
matching approach used in GO!Caronas is defined by [7].
The Figure 5 shows how the approach works.

The approach is divided into three steps: (i) trajectory
discretization, (ii) temporal filter and (iii) clustering. Tra-
jectory discretization is used to reduce a quantity of trajec-
tory points. Considering that database C is set of user’s
trajectory.

Trajectory is represented by points and each points is
formed by triple pi = (lat, lng.timestamp). The discretiza-
tion consists in computing a subset of points that is rep-
resentative of the trajectory. The representative points are
called POIs. The result of discretizantion enables the cre-
ation of the dataset C ‘ which has only discrete trajectories
according to the Figure 5.

Figure 4: Activity diagram of grouping.

A temporal filter is established so that only the set of
users that have trajectories with similar departure and des-
tination times are eligible for the processing pipeline to avoid
processing waste.

Clustering is used to grouping similar users’s trajectory.
According to work [7], cluster algorithm Optics [2] was adapted
to group users with similar trajectories. This algorithm uses
the similarity function defined in [7]. The function takes into
account departure and destination points of passengers how



Figure 5: The method

is shown on Figure 6.

Figure 6: Approach used to define the similarity
between two trajectories.

According to Figure 6, Tr(d) belongs to driver user and
Tr(a) belongs to passenger. The main idea is to compare
destination point of the passenger with all points of driver’s
trajectory and in the same way compare destination point.
Those points are compared with all trajectory’s points of
driver in order to verify if passenger’s trajectory and driver’s
trajectory are similar. The Figure 7 shows a real result
which was reached by approach presented. The Figure 7
presents two similar trajectories that belong to the same
cluster and represents two distinct users.

5. RESULTS
A Beta version of the GO!Caronas is available 4. Figures

8 and 9 show some screenshots of the system. These pictures
show just the new functionalities as a group of rides and rides

4http://kb.erickmendonca.com.br:8000/go\_caronas/
login/

Figure 7: Real example of ridematching algorithm.

which are automatically found by ridematching approach.
The Figure 8 shows the interface of application to register a
ride by group.

Figure 8: Screenshot of GO!Caronas - Register a
ride in a group of ride.

The Figure 9 shows application’s result related to a re-
quest done by user who has similar trajectory with another
user.

We have reevaluated the system related with demand for
carpooling service and evaluated the system through of the
profiling approach. In the first case, we seek for the needs of
potential users in regards to the services the system should
provide. This evaluation compares results obtained, in 2013,
with actual results.

In the second case, the system of ridematching has under-
gone automated profiling analysis to verify which function,
classes or library has been a bottleneck or the frequency and
duration of functions call.



Figure 9: Screenshot of GO!Caronas - Example of
result of ridematching.

5.1 Prospecting the need for ridesharing
We applied a questionnaire in order to find out what po-

tential users think about and hope to get with a ridesharing
on-line service and compared the current results with results
obtained in [22]. More than 300 volunteers of Brazil were
asked to respond the questions. The questionnaire was done
and distributed through the Google Forms5. The Figure 10
presents the age of people who answered the questionnaire.

Figure 10: The range age of people.

Three first questions allows us to observe important as-
pects. The first question refers to the usual number of oc-
cupants in the car the user uses to daily work. The result
is shown in the graphics of Figure 11. We can observe that
the result is almost equal, in other words, great part of re-
spondents use the car alone or with no more than one pas-
senger. Both graphics of Figure 11 show that there are not
big changes in the results.

The sencond question, we analyze the importance of cul-
tural concerns to get and provide rides Figure 12.

Finally, in the third question, we analyze if the group
functionality can encourage people use the system according

4https://docs.google.com/forms/d/
1XHGcHbfL7C0vGmkcEurybc7r0we\_1ccebMpRrIRt7uk/
viewform
5https://docs.google.com/forms

Figure 11: Number of occupants in cars

Figure 12: Cultural to deliver or get rides

to Figure 13.

Figure 13: Form group may encourage user to get
or offer ride.

5.2 Software profiling
The library cProfile 6 has been used to perform the profil-

ing analysis. The analysis is done specifically in ridematch-
ing approach, because ridematching requires a lot of compu-
tation to find clusters with users with similar trajectories.

The analysis cover a set of features such as: a number of
call of functions NumofCall, the total time spent by func-
tions or operations, the cumulative time spent by the func-
tions CTime etc. Besides, we checked the average of time
that the method spends to run 500 trajectory of users was
25.019 seconds. The Table 3 shows three functions which are
very expensive. Those functions are going to be improved.

6https://docs.python.org/2/library/profile.html



Table 3: Profiling ridematching analysis.

Function Num of Call Total Time Cum Time

math.cos 13317696 1.846 1.846
distance 1902528 16.182 22.297
neighbors 408 0.150 24.223

The Table 3 shows that function math.cos has been called
a lot of times, but the time expensive spent by the func-
tion is less than 10% of neighbors function. The neighbors
function is used by Optics algorithm and has fundamental
importance.

6. CONCLUSIONS
This work shows the extension of the system GO!, an on-

line social network and tool for ridesharing. The main goal
of the extension is to enable that the system find ride in real
time. GO!Caronas has been built with purpose to increase
the possibility of people find rides. As a result, the user may
not only sharing rides manually but also is able to receive a
list of users which have similar trips. The second extension
supports the functionality of group formation that enable
users form groups with fixed trips. The rationale is that the
user would have a greater incentive to offer rides and as a
consequence the society awareness of more rational usage of
private transport.

The questionnaire has shown that personal automotive
continue underused and people need to stimulate the habit
of getting and providing rides. We can also conclude that
people tend to use systems that may encourage such good
habit although security concerns are considerable.

GO!Caronas is the second step towards building a plat-
form that encourage ridesharing. As future work, we intend
to provide integration with a new approach of ridematching
which take into account trajectory and users profile to find
similar rides. Finally, we intend to work on an improve-
ment to enable personalized recommendation of rides and
friends.
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